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Abstract 

Transvection is a widespread phenomenon affecting chromosomal and gene function. There 
are many examples of epigenetic machineries controlling gene regulation. Nuclear Lamin 
proteins could have this function. This project shows zeste dependent transvection in loss-of-
function lamin mutants in Drosophila melanogaster. The zeste locus encodes a regulatory 
gene product affecting the expression of other loci, e.g. white. No transvection effect in loss-
of-function lamin mutants has so far been shown. The effect of homozygosity versus het-
erozygosity of lamin on zeste-dependent transvection at paired white loci was analysed by 
crossing fruit flies to get homozygous z1; lamD395 individuals. Whether or not the zeste (z1) 
transvection effect on white was affected by lam D395 loss-of-function mutation was deter-
mined by comparing the eye colour phenotypes of double mutant z1; lamD395 females to that of 
z1/Y; lamD395 males, which were used as an internal negative control since they are hemizy-
gous for zeste that is located on the X chromosome. Females homozygous for z1 and lamD395 
displayed the z1-characteristic yellow eye colour. The conclusion is that zeste-dependent 
transvection effect at white also occurs in lamin mutants. Future research on transvection is 
needed in order to understand the exact mechanisms of gene regulation. Even gene therapies 
for some human diseases can take advantage of trans-acting sequences to correct gene expres-
sion. 
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1 Introduction 

Transvection is an epigenetic phenomenon resulting from an interaction between an allele on 
one chromosome and the corresponding allele on the homologous chromosome. Transvection 
can cause a gene to be activated or suppressed. In transvection the heterozygous combination 
of two alleles with mutations in different parts of the gene complement each other and a wild 
type phenotype is rescued. Transvection can also occur between nonallelic regions of the ge-
nome as well as regions of the genome that are not transcribed [1]. 

Transvection was first discovered by Edward B. Lewis at the Drosophila bithorax complex in 
1954 [1]. Since then transvection has been found for many different loci in Drosophila, e.g. 
white, decapentaplegic, eyes absent, vestigial and yellow. Most recently transvection has been 
found at the Drosophila apterous locus. [2] The function of a gene showing transvection ef-
fects can be altered by homologue pairing. [1] Lewis’ definition was, "Operationally, transvec-
tion is occurring if the phenotype of a given genotype can be altered solely by disruption of 
somatic (or meiotic) pairing. Such disruption can generally be accomplished by introduction 
of a heterozygous rearrangement that disrupts pairing in the relevant region but has no posi-
tion effect of its own on the phenotype”. [1] In some cases, transvection between two alleles 
causes complementation within one locus while interference of transvection disrupts the com-
plementation (See fig. 1.). 

 
Fig. 1 Complementation by transvection. Schematic drawing of 
a hypothetical situation where there is a mutation on an enhancer 
element on one chromosome and a mutation on a transcribed part 
of the target gene on the other chromosome. Complementation 
occurs by an enhancer element (acting in trans) activating tran-
scription of the promoter on the homologous chromosome. 
 

 

 

 

 Phenomena that are dependent upon allele pairing have been found in species other than Dro-
sophila, including mice, humans, plants, nematodes, insects, and fungi[3,4,5,6]. This makes 
studying transvection interesting since it may be involved in many types of gene regulation 
mechanisms together with other homology effects. Homology effects are a class of regulatory 
mechanisms that rely on sequence homology.  Transvection is not merely an allelic process of 
transcribed genes but can just as well be applied to nonallelic interactions and to loci that are 
not transcribed. The effect of a gene or a chromatin structure changing location has been ap-
plied to trans-inactivation of the brown and white genes, trans-silencing of P transposable 
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elements and to trans-suppression of position-effect variegation. [5] Position effect is a change 
in phenotype that occurs when the position of a gene is changed from one chromosomal site 
to a different location. [7] The gene can end up close to regulatory sequences like silencers or 
enhancers, which can affect the gene’s expression. The gene can move from a euchromatic 
position where the expression of the gene is high to a more condensed or heterochromatic 
position and this in turn lowers the expression of the gene. 

There are several different mechanisms proposed as models for transvection. The first mecha-
nism was proposed by E. B. Lewis and is based on the enhancers of one allele activating the 
promoter of a paired second allele. Other mechanisms include pairing-sensitive silencing and 
enhancer bypass of a chromatin insulator through pairing-mediated changes in gene structure. 
One model is based on ability of RNA to activate or repress genes; for example the zeste1 mu-
tation represses paired white loci causing yellow eye colour phenotype in D. melanogaster 
females while hemizygous males have the wild type eye colour. This has been proposed to be 
caused by a white transcript acting as a co-repressor when homologue pairing raises its con-
centration to a critical point. More recent studies are considering other explanations at white 
but the involvement of RNA in this process has not been excluded (See references in [5]).  

The nuclear lamina is a fibrillous network composed of intermediate filaments that are made 
up of Lamin  lining the inner surface of the nuclear envelope in animal cells. Nuclear lamins 
are currently being studied by analysing mutations and their phenotypes. It is commonly be-
lieved that the Lamins are important for epigenetic organisation of the genome as they con-
tribute to shaping the nucleus, to distributing nuclear pores into the nuclear membrane and to 
binding DNA. Lamins could have a role in directly affecting transvection, since they are 
known to influence among other things the positioning of DNA in the nucleus. They could 
bring certain DNA sequences close to each other and contribute in this way to homology ef-
fects like transvection. On the other hand they could move homologous sequences apart and 
in this way disrupt transvection. No transvection effect in loss-of-function lamin mutants has 
so far been shown [8]. 

Fruit fly lam loss-of-function mutations are practically lethal, already at the larvae stage. 
However, some flies do survive. Loss of lam expression results in limited ability of these so 
called escaper flies to move and maybe even their premature aging. This is similar to effects 
of mutations leading to human laminopathies. It is not known in which tissues loss of lamin 
protein function leads to lam phenotypes. lam D395 is a null allele generated by excision of the 
P element from lamP (See fig.2). It is a null allele because the entire exon II containing the 
translation start codon has been removed. [8] 
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Fig. 2 Null allele lamD395. 
Schematic drawing of the lam locus. Exons are presented as black arrows, and the translation start site is shown. 
The site of insertion of the P element responsible for the lamP mutation is shown, and the red bar below indicates 
the excision of the lamD395. The small triangles show restriction sites by HinDIII. Lam locus is situated on chro-
mosome two in D. melanogaster. 

Zeste is not required for survival of the flies. It is a DNA binding transcriptional activator 
forming multimeric complexes in vitro. These characteristics have lead to the conclusion that 
these proteins might bind to certain sequences in enhancer elements and promoters. Aggrega-
tion of the proteins would help the enhancers and promoters to get close to each other. Trans-
vection would occur if the enhancers and promoters were on homologous chromosomes (See 
references in [12]).   

 The zeste locus encodes a regulatory protein affecting the expression of other loci on tran-
scription level. The loci that have been identified are white, Ultrabithorax (Ubx) and decapen-
taplegic (dpp) (See references in [9]). There are two ways to study zeste interactions with other 
genes; the first is based on transvection between mutant alleles (See fig. 1.). This pairing-
dependent allelic complementation is likely to be a very wide-spread phenomenon. One of the 
alleles that are involved in transvection has a regulatory mutation while the other has a muta-
tion that affects the transcribed part of the target gene, so that an intact regulatory region on 
one copy of the target gene compensates for the mutated non-functional regulatory region on 
the other copy of the target gene. This explains why the two copies need to be close to each 
other by means of homologous pairing in order to be able to complement each other but it 
does not explain exactly how zeste protein participates in transvection since this protein is not 
required in chromosome pairing.  

The second way to reveal zeste interaction with other genes is studying the (z1), gain-of-
function zeste mutation effect on white. [9] Expression of white is down regulated by z1 only 
when white is present in two paired copies. Transvection occurs with z1 at Ubx but not dpp, 
and the white expression is down regulated only in certain tissue like the eye. This implies 
that the function of zeste is coupled to many different components and may have different 
mechanisms at different locations (See [9] and references therein). Hyperaggregation of z1 ap-
pears to be essential in its repression of white. [10] Zeste binds to two sites in an eye-specific 
enhancer between 1 and 2 kb upstream of the white promoter. Zeste aggregation is likely 
caused by three hydrophobic heptad repeats in the C-terminal 75 amino acid region of the 
protein. z1 mutation causes hyperaggregation of zeste. Zeste aggregates bind to the eye enhan-
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cer causing the white repression. zop6 is a derivate of z1 that causes extreme hyperaggregation 
of zeste proteins leading to visible transvection effect even in the hemizygous male flies. [10]  

Studies on transvection and the z1 effect on white have revealed participation of zeste but in 
order to tell how zeste proteins normally function in the cell, the structure of zeste aggregates 
needs to be determined. Not enough is known about the structure of zeste proteins and the 
mechanisms which they use in DNA binding. More research in this area is needed since the 
role of zeste in many cases of transvection has not been defined and in some cases the conclu-
sions are not that clear.  

Pirrotta et al. [9] have proposed that the zeste transcription start resembles closely RNA cap 
sequences of many Drosophila genes. This can be of regulatory significance. It is noteworthy 
that runs of glutamine have been found in many eukaryotic regulatory proteins, for example 
rat glucocorticoid receptor and the human c-myc oncogene. The predicted zeste protein has a 
long Gln and Ala bridge as well which is likely to cross-hybridize with many different sites in 
the genome. Much more research on the exact DNA binding mechanism of zeste protein is 
needed but Pirrotta et al. [9, 11] propose that zeste product binds to other DNA binding proteins 
by its hydrophobic domain. These proteins could be structural components of chromosomes 
or nucleus, other trans-acting factors or other zeste monomers.  

Since Lamins have a role as well in organizing the genome and shaping the nucleus, it is in-
teresting to turn our attention to the Lamin proteins in this study. The aim of the project is to 
quantify Drosophila melanogaster zeste dependent transvection in loss-of-function lamin mu-
tants and to compare their eye colour to wild type eye colour. (See fig. 3) 

 

 
Fig. 3 The aim of the project. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

 

 

 

The first fly stock used is homozygous for scute1, zeste1, echinus1 and cut6 (sc1, z1, ec1, ct6). 
These loci are situated on chromosome one (chromosome X in D. melanogaster) while the 
remaining chromosomes are wild type. Females homozygous for zeste1 mutation show trans-
vection at white locus and have yellow eyes while hemizygous males have red eyes. Reduc-
tion of white expression causes the yellow eye colour of the females, but this occurs only 
when the white genes can pair. scute and echinus flanking zeste ensured that z1 had not been 
lost by recombination (See fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Positions of the loci of interest in stock number one. The presence of scute and echinus, which flank 
zeste ensured that z1 had not been lost by recombination. 

 

The second fly stock is homozygous for white 1118 (w1118) on chromosome one and heterozy-
gous for lam D395 on chromosome two. The lam D395 is a null allele generated by excision of 
the P element from lamP where the exon II containing the translation start codon also has been 
removed (See fig.2). A balancer for chromosome number two is used since lam D395 is not 
fertile homozygously and is practically lethal. The balancer chromosome makes the stock 
stable. The balancer chromosome also makes recombination impossible while it itself is infer-
tile or lethal in homozygous form. It also carries dominant genetic markers, CyO (curly of 
Oster) and GFP (green fluorescent protein) making it simple to track. Alternative marker used 
was Sco which is also situated on chromosome two. In the final cross, the GFP marker needs 
to be taken into account because it is carried on a P-element with a mini white gene which 
could interfere with the results. Chromosome three is not of interest for this study. The flies 
were grown on mashed potato agar medium.  

The products of the final cross that were analyzed are homozygous for zeste and homozygous 
or heterozygous for lam D395 respectively. Whether or not zeste (z1) transvection at the white 
locus is affected by lam D395 was determined by comparing the eye colour phenotypes of these 
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genotypes to those of wt, and lam and zeste single mutants represented by previous studies ( 
see reference [8] ) and stock number one. Single mutant means that in an individual there is 
only one or the other of lam or zeste mutations respectively. Individuals that are homozygous 
for zeste and homozygous or heterozygous for lam D395 are called double mutants since they 
have both lam and zeste mutations (See table 1). 

 

 
Table 1. Comparisons of eye colour phenotypes were made between the following genotypes. The table 
only shows chromosomes one and two. 

A) Homozygous for zeste and homozygous for lam D395  

z/z ; lam D395 / lam D395  

B) Homozygous for zeste and heterozygous for lam D395  

z/z ;  lam D395 / CyO,GFP  

C) Hemizygous for zeste and homozygous for lam D395  

z/Y ; lam D395 / lam D395  

D) Hemizygous for zeste and heterozygous for lam D395  

z/Y ;  lam D395 / CyO,GFP  

E) Wildtype (wt) without either of the mutations 

+/+ ; +/+ 

F) lam D395 single mutants showing no transvection effect (previous studies, see reference [8] ) 

+/+ ; lam D395 /+ 

+/+ ; lam D395 / lam D395 

G) zeste single mutants showing transvection on paired white loci (the stock number one) 

z/z ; +/+ 
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The crossing scheme was carried out as follows (virgin females on the left, males on the 
right): 

 

 

 

 

 

Crossing scheme 

                                         z    ×    w/Y; Sco/CyO  

  

 ↓ 

             w;  lamD395 ×   z/Y; +/Sco  

 CyO, GFP  

 ↓  

                                                                                            z      ×      w/Y;  lamD395/ CyO, GFP    

 ↓ 

 ↓ ↓ 

 ↓ 

      w/z;  lamD395/Sco          ×     z /Y; + / CyO, GFP    

 

                                                                   ↓ 

                             z;  lamD395/ CyO, GFP     ×      z/Y;  lamD395/ CyO, GFP    

  

                                                                   ↓ 

  
                                                            z;  lamD395 

 

 

 

Progeny: z; lamD395 progeny was obtained and analysed. 
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3 Results 

A) z  ×  w; Sco/CyO B) w; lamD395/ CyO, GFP ×  z; +/Sco 

         ♀ 

 

♂ 

z ; + 

            ♀ 

 

♂ 

w ; lam 
w ; CyO, 

GFP 

w ; Sco 
z/w ; 

+/Sco 
z ; + z/w ; +/lam 

w/z ; +/ 

CyO,GFP 

w ; CyO 
z/w ; 

+/CyO 
z ; Sco 

z/w ; 

Sco/lam 

w/z ; Sco/ 

CyO,GFP 

Y ; Sco 
z/Y ; 

+/Sco 
Y ; + w/Y ; +/lam 

w/Y ; +/ 

CyO,GFP 

Y ; CyO 
z/Y ; 

+/CyO 

 

Y ; Sco 
w/Y ; 

Sco/lam 

w/Y ; Sco/ 

CyO,GFP 

 

TABLE 2:  Progenies obtained for 
the first four crosses in the crossing 
scheme.  A) The first crossing. Males 
selected for the next crossing, B, are 
shaded with yellow. B) Females 
selected for the crossing D are 
shaded with yellow. C) Males se-
lected for crossing, D are shaded 
with yellow. D) Males and females 
selected for the last crossing (see 
table 3) are shaded with yellow. 

 

C)  z × w; lamD395/ CyO, GFP D)  w/z; lamD395/Sco ×  z; + /CyO, GFP 

             ♀ 

♂ 
z ; + 

           ♀ 

 

♂ 

w ; lam w ; Sco z ; lam z ; Sco 

w ; lam 

 

z/w ; +/lam 

 
z ; + z/w ; +/lam 

z/w ; 

+/Sco 
z ; +/lam z ; +/Sco 

w ; CyO, 

GFP 

 

z/w ; 

+/CyO,GFP 

 

z ;  

CyO,GFP 

z/w ; lam/ 

CyO,GFP 

z/w ; Sco/ 

CyO,GFP 

z ; lam/ 

CyO,GFP 

z ; Sco/ 

CyO,GFP 

Y ; lam 

 

z/Y ; +/lam 

 
Y ; + w/Y ; +/lam 

w/Y; 

+/Sco 

z/Y ; 

+/lam 

z/Y ; 

+/Sco 

Y ; CyO, 

GFP 

 

z/Y ; 

+/CyO,GFP 

 

 

Y ; 

CyO,GFP 

w/Y ; lam/ 

CyO,GFP 

w/Y ; Sco/ 

CyO,GFP 

z/Y ; lam/ 

CyO,GFP 

z/Y ;Sco/ 

CyO,GFP 
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The z/Y; +/Sco offspring selected from the z  ×  w; Sco/CyO cross (see table 2A) had red eyes 
and Sco wings. The z/w; Sco/lam offspring selected from the w; lamD395/ CyO, GFP ×  z; 
+/Sco cross (see table 2B) had  Sco wings. The z/Y; +/CyO, GFP offspring selected from the z 
× w; lamD395/ CyO, GFP cross (see table 2C) had curly wings. Choosing the flies for the first 
four crosses was straightforward. In contrast choosing the right kind of flies for the final cross 
was more complicated. The w/z; lamD395/Sco × z; + /CyO, ActGFP cross (see table 2D) gives 
offspring with phenotypes that look the same. Both z; lamD395/ CyO, ActGFP- and z; Sco/ 
CyO, ActGFP- individuals had curly and cut wings, and red eye colour.  

The parents for the final cross z; lamD395/ CyO, ActGFP × z; lamD395/ CyO, ActGFP (see table 
3) were selected from this offspring, but the presence of z; Sco/ CyO, ActGFP among these 
parent flies in the final cross had to be ruled out first. This was done by putting only one pair 
of parents with curly, cut wings, scute bristles and red, echinus, zeste eyes into each tube for 
the final cross (see table 3). Red zeste eyes of z; lamD395/ CyO, ActGFP individuals are due to 
GFP-allele introduced with a w+ P-element. The presence of scute and echinus, which flank 
zeste ensured that z1 had not been lost by recombination (See fig. 4). 

 

TABLE 3.  Final offspring to be analyzed; 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In the final offspring, all females are expected to be homozygous for zeste, one fourth of fe-
males homozygous for lamin, half of females heterozygous for lamin and one fourth of fe-
males die because they are homozygous for CyO ActGFP; while all males are expected to be 
hemizygous for zeste, one fourth of males homozygous for lamin, half of males heterozygous 
for lamin and one fourth of males dies because they are homozygous for CyO ActGFP. Flies 

 

z; lamD395/ CyO, GFP × z; lamD395/ CyO,GFP 

 

           ♀ 

  ♂ 
z ; lam z ; Cyo,GFP 

z ; lam z ; lam z ; lam/ Cyo,GFP 

z ; Cyo, GFP 
z ; lam/ 

Cyo,GFP 
z ; Cyo,GFP 

Y ; lam z/Y ; lam 
z/Y ; lam/ 

Cyo,GFP 

Y ; Cyo, GFP 
z/Y ; lam/ 

Cyo,GFP 
z/Y ; Cyo,GFP 
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that are homozygous for lamin survive only when they are separated at the larvae stage into 
their own tubes. This is done because when the weaker individuals that are homozygous for 
lamin have to compete for space and nutrition with the stronger individuals that are only het-
erozygous for lamin, the weaker ones get competed out. The effect of homozygosity versus 
heterozygosity of lamin on zeste-dependent transvection was analysed by this cross.  

To further rule out presence of Sco–individuals in the final cross the offspring of these indi-
vidual crosses were carefully investigated. Sco-heterozygous individuals lack all scutellar 
bristles [13a]. One or both postscutellar bristles are sometimes present, but they are shorter and 
thinner than normal. The ocellar (head) and humeral (leg) bristles are often absent. Sco-
heterozygotes have good viability and fertility. Since none of these kinds of individuals could 
be seen in the crosses made between the final CyO ActGFP progeny it was safe to say that the 
final non-GFP-bearing progeny was indeed  z; lamD395 and did not carry Sco on the second 
chromosome. 

A total of 21 crosses with single male and single female parent in the tube were carried out 
(See table 4). 14 of these crosses did not succeed to produce offspring. The offspring of two 
of the crosses could not have the right kind (z; lamD395/ CyO,GFP) parents. This conclusion 
was drawn because about 9-15 non-CyO, ActGFP individuals (with very high motility) to 
about 16-19 CyO, ActGFP individuals were counted in these two crosses. Very few non-CyO, 
ActGFP individuals were expected in the final progeny since these z; lam-individuals have a 
low survival rate. From five of the crosses the offspring were separated at the larvae stage. 
Only two of these crosses succeeded to produce adult non- CyO, ActGFP individuals for 
analysis. Two z; lamD395 females and three z; lamD395 males were produced.  

 

TABLE 4:  Results of the final crosses. 

 
Number of 

crosses 

 

Status 

21 
total number of crosses 

 

7 produced offspring 

5 
right kind parents, the offspring were sepa-

rated at the larvae stage 

2 
produced adult non- CyO, ActGFP individuals 

for analysis (2  females, 3 males) 
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Fig. 5   z; lamD395 phenotypes. 
The observed phenotypes of the off-
spring from the final cross were the 
same as for z1 single mutants (stock 
one), with which the whole crossing 
scheme was started off with. Male on 
the left has non-CyO, cut wings and 
red eye colour and the female on the 
right has non-CyO, cut wings and 
yellow eye colour. 

 

 

 

 

The z; lamD395 females had non-CyO, cut wings and yellow eye colour. The males had non-
CyO, cut wings and red eye colour since they were hemizygous to zeste1. In conclusion the 
female yellow eye colour was the same for z; lam double mutants as for z1 single mutants, 
with which the whole crossing scheme was started off with (See figure 5). 
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4 Discussion 

 
 

The z; lamD395 females had non-CyO, cut wings and yellow eye color. The males were used as 
a negative control since they are hemizygous to zeste1. Female yellow eye colour was the 
same for z; lam double mutants as for z1 single mutants. Transvection at paired white loci 
does occur in lamD395 mutants in the presence of the zeste1 gain-of-function mutation. 

Females homozygous for zeste1 mutation have yellow eyes and hemizygous males have red 
eyes. [13b] Reduction of white expression causes the yellow eye colour of the females, but this 
occurs only when the white genes can pair, in other words transvection. No effect on transvec-
tion in loss-of-function lamin mutants alone has been shown. [8] 

The advantage of using the zeste stock selected here is that the other mutations that are flank-
ing the zeste gene give visible phenotypes in the adult fly so that the chromosome with the 
zeste gene can be followed even though transvection is not visible. If recombination occurs in 
the chromosome, sc (scute) and/or ec (echinus) markers will disappear because they are flank-
ing zeste (See fig. 4). white gene is situated at position 3B6, scute at 1A8, zeste at 3A3, ech-
inus at 3F3 and cut at 7B4 to 7B6 on chromosome number one. [13]  

A total of 21 crosses with single male and single female parent in the tube were carried out. 
The final offspring were separated at the larvae stage, since flies that are homozygous for 
lamin survive only when they are separated at this stage into their own tubes. The low motil-
ity of the larvae and their slow development as well as low pupation height were indicative to 
presence of lamin double mutants, as described by Muñoz-Alarcón, A. et al. [8]  

The future prospects of studying transvection are of interest because of new examples of 
transvection and other homology effects caused by homologous nucleic acid sequences affect-
ing chromosome and gene function. Homology effects are a class of regulatory mechanisms 
that are caused by sequence homology, e.g. dsRNA mediates transcriptional or post-
transcriptional silencing. Other examples of homology effects are parental imprinting, allelic 
exclusion, and many forms of dosage compensation.  

Examples of parental imprinting are human epigenetic diseases like Prader-Willi syndrome 
(PWS; OMIM 176270) and Angelman syndrome (AS; OMIM 105830) primarily caused by 
the same 5- to 6-Mb deletion in 15q11-q13, but they result in very different phenotypes. Dele-
tion of the PWS/AS cluster of imprinted genes in chromosome 15 results in PWS when pater-
nally inherited, but in AS when maternally inherited. Characteristics for PWS are reduced 
motor function, obesity and mental deficiencies, while AS patients are thin and hyperactive 
and have unusual seizures and repetitive symmetrical muscle movements, as well as mental 
deficiency. [7] Uniparental disomy (UPD) causes 25% of PWS and 2-5% of AS cases [14]. PWS 
is caused by maternal UPD (maternally inherited alleles are doubled) whereas AS is caused 
by paternal UPD (paternally inherited alleles are doubled).  
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Transvection could provide means of reactivating normal function of the genes involved in 
these diseases. Diseases caused by defective homology effects could be corrected, and trans-
gene mediated therapies could benefit from further research. But these gene replacement 
therapies can be used only when the disease causing defects are distinct and isolated. The 
mechanisms controlling homologous sequence alignment need to be known for more effective 
gene targeting in these therapies. The importance of methods derived from transvection mod-
els becomes evident when the disease causing defects are large and more complex. In these 
cases it would be more convenient to use trans-acting sequences to correct gene expression. 
([5] and references therein) 

 

 

 

5 Conclusion 

 
zeste dependent transvection does occur in loss-of-function lamin mutants. Nevertheless the 
amount of individuals that were obtained for analysis was so small that no statistically rele-
vant conclusions can be drawn. More research on mechanisms used by zeste proteins in DNA 
binding as well as the role of Lamins in the cell nucleus is needed. Transvection and other 
homology effects appear to be valuable tools for understanding epigenetic diseases and ulti-
mately finding treatments for human disease. 
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